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Taking on Myth 3
Standards of Living

What if one of the most significant pieces of social data of our time was flatly
wrong, the result of a glaring arithmetic error?

If ever anyone needed any evidence to fuel their outrage against divorced fa-
thers, to contribute to their bad divorced dad beliefs, or to inform them what is
wrong with the divorce system and why so many men are moved to abandon their
families, this was what they were waiting for Social scientists, divorce profes-
sionals, some feminist writers, policymakers, and the media jumped on this news
with all the zeal of a dog with a fresh bone On the book jacket, the past President
of the merican Sociological ssociation called it "social science at its best" ; a
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Professor Weitzman's Famous Graphic

hanges in Standards of Living* of ivorced Men and Women

( pproximately one year after divorce)

ased on weighted samples of interviews with divorced persons Los ngeles ounty alifornia

divorce judge was quoted as saying it would be "required reading for all lawyers
and judges in family law" and feminists Jessie ernard and etty Friedan
gushed respectively "The book is a winner" and "I hope that Weitzman s com
pelling analysis and proposals will stimulate new legal thinking about the reali
ties of equity and equality in divorce " n P newswire story later printed widely
in major newspapers around the country called Weitzman s findings "jaw
dropping [and] widely influential in the movement to change merica s di
vorce and child support laws "

It is probably impossible to overestimate how influential Weitzman s 7 per
cent figure was Her data for example are widely cited in legislative debates and
she herself has testified before ongress search of databases found that over
75 newspaper and magazine stories have since cited Weitzman s numbers
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Even this figure understates enormously the extent to which her findings
have invaded popular culture Like a virus out of control Weitzman s results
have surfaced in an unknown number of reports in which her figures are erro
neously attributed to other sources For example in the January 2 edi
tion of The rizona Republic newspaper an article stated " that observation
is underscored by US ensus figures which indicate that an average ex
husband s income increases 2 percent on average after a divorce while an ex
wife s income declines 72 percent " The italicized words represent the errors in
this quote The writer provided the figure a bit inaccurately 72 percent rather
than 7 percent and the statistic in question was misconstrued it should have
cited post divorce standard of living rather than income a distinction we ll re
turn to later in this chapter more important for our present point the writer
cited the wrong source the U S ensus ureau rather than Weitzman s study
s a result no database search keyed on Weitzman s name or her 7 percent

number would have picked up this reference to her findings which have so per
meated the culture that journalists apparently regarded her conclusions as part
of their store of "common knowledge " not requiring much in the way of verifi
cation

When looking at academic sources however we are able to get a more ac
curate count of how widespread Weitzman s influence was There were citations
in 8 social science articles 250 law review articles and 2 appeals cases 5 Her
figures were characterized as "ranking among the most cited demographic sta
tistics of the 8os" Furthermore the U S Supreme ourt cited Weitzman s fig
ures in at least one of its cases and even President linton cited the statistic in
his budget request

If according to Weitzman s findings women experience a 7

percent decline in living standards while men experience a

2 percent increase as a result of divorce any fair minded

person has to agree there is something seriously askew with

our divorce policies

J



It would probably be fair to say that Weitzman s findings are the most widely
known and influential social science results of the last twenty years If women ex
perience a 7 percent decline in living standards while men experience a 2 per
cent increase as a result of divorce any fair minded person has to agree there is
something seriously askew with our divorce policies

Weitzman s findings have prompted advocates to suggest that fathers must
compensate mothers for this differential change in their relative economic
prospects Proposals have ranged from a call for greater child support or al
imony levels and or disproportionate division ofproperty favoring mothers ° to
promoting far greater enforcement efforts to collect the child support ordered "
These calls have not gone unheeded Secretary of the epartment of Health and
Human Services Margaret Heckler was quoted on the book jacket as saying that
"Weitzman s insights and research were enormously valuable to us as we battled
for a federal child support enforcement law with real bite " ccording to the P
newswire story Weitzman s book "is credited with helping bring about stricter
child support enforcement and more flexible property distribution laws around
the country"

Fathers Tell a ifferent Story

On the basis of Weitzman s figures we expected to see fathers reaping a financial
windfall from their divorces or at the very least living a rather comfortable exis
tence We hardly expected them to be complaining as much as mothers were
about their financial condition ut as we began to talk to fathers for our own
study a vastly different picture began to emerge These fathers were hardly de
scribing a life of economic opportunity Like many other fathers we talked to
Tom a father of two young boys lamented his reduced lifestyle after the disso
lution of his marriage

I lost the house I lost the mini van My wife got thefurniture she got the mi
crowave she got the TV and V R I had to dish out the money to replace al
most everything in my life starting with silverware towels and so on all
the stuffshe already has I don t have bicycles games video gear or toys for
the boys to play with unless I go out and buy them nd since I see the kids a

I



Taking on Myth 5

lot whenever they re over I have to pay for theirfood and entertainment
and whatever other expenses crop up money neverfigured into the child
support calculation

I take home $i oo a month and pay $ oo for child support This may
leave me with what sounds like a lot but keep in mind: I am renting a one
bedroom apartment while my ex wife keeps the i oo squarefoot house with
a swimming pool Since we bought that house a long time ago when hous
ing prices were a lot lower the two of us pay almost the same monthly pay
ments for residences of far different quality Plus she s building equity
while I m plunking down rent money and not getting the tax benefits of
home ownership I used to get I can tell youfor sure she s not so well off but
she s better offthan I am on t believe the b s thatfathers end up sitting
pretty after divorce Im barely scraping by

an we believe Tom s story Is he expressing a reality that many or even
most divorced fathers face Or do we believe Weitzman s figures that most fathers
benefit from divorce while mothers and children face insurmountable odds in
their struggle to get by

The Mystery ata

s well known and as influential as Lenore Weitzman s findings were to policy
makers and the general public the professional research community was skepti
cal when the findings were first published In particular researchers myself
included wondered how her results could depart so much from what others
had found findings with far less public attention hart shows a graph of the
economic decline other researchers have found for divorced women juxta
posed against Weitzman s findings espite the fact that Weitzman s findings
disagreed with everyone else s only her results were widely quoted by the press
and politicians

Two researchers who had conducted one of the related research studies de
picted in hart were economists Greg uncan Ph and Saul Hoffman
Ph s noted they had found only a percent average decline in divorced
women s standard of living In an effort to understand the huge discrepancy
they attempted to contact Weitzman Feminist writer Susan Faludi in her
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provocative book acklash recounts an interchange between Ho nan and
Weitzman

Hoffman s letter [to Weitzman] wondered if he and uncan might take a
look at her data No reply Finally Hoffman called Weitzman told him
"she didn t know how to get hold of her data " Hoffman recalls because she
was at Princeton and her data were at Harvard The next time he called he
says Weitzman said she couldn t give him the information because she had
broken her arm on a ski vacation "It sort of went on and on "Hoffman says
of the next year and a half of letters and calls to Weitzman "Sometimes she
would have an excuse Sometimes she just wouldn t respond at all It was a
little strange Let s just say it s not the way I m used to a scholar normally
behaving " Finally after the demographers appealed to the National Science
Foundation which had helped fund her research Weitzman relented and
promised she would put her data tapes on reserve at Radcliffe s Murray Re
search enter ut six months later they still weren t there gain Hoffman
appealed to NSF officials Finally in late ggo the library began receiving
Weitzman s data s of the archive s researchers were still sorting
through the files and they weren t yet in shape to be reviewed

When I read this passage in acklash it seemed like deja vu I too had been cu
rious about Weitzman s findings because in some previous work ~ I had at
tempted similar analyses using the same method she and Hoflman and uncan
used a method I now believe and will later argue has serious deficiencies
and got a figure of a percent drop in standard of living for divorced mothers
very close to every other researcher s results except Weitzman s I too had called
her in late to ask some questions about exactly how she had gotten her fig
ures since I wanted to replicate her procedures as closely as possible with my
own sample She told me she didn t remember or couldn t answer any of my
questions because a graduate student had actually conducted the analyses and
the data tapes were in a state of disarray She mentioned that other researchers
around the country were in communication with her also having trouble cor
roborating her findings

Then I asked her the loaded question I had prepared "You know r Weitz
man I have an idea I want to run by you about why your results were so differ
ent from everyone else s When I first attempted my analyses on mothers and
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picked up my computer printout I looked at the bottom line and saw the figure
percent I thought to myself `a percent drop almost exactly the same fig

ure Professor Weitzman found ut then I paused a minute and remembered
what figure I had programmed the computer to give me : `What percent of the for
mer pre divorce standard of living is the present post divorce standard of liv
ing It was thatfigure that was percent ut that figure means the drop is only

percent much like what others have found [If one s income was $ ooo and
is now $ it is currently percent ofitsformer value which is a percent
drop in income ] I wondered: `Is my mistake possibly one that Professor Weitz
man made as well Would that account for her weird finding What do you
think r Weitzman is that possibly a mistake you also made "

There was silence except for labored breathing on the other end of the
phone I determined not to say anything more I waited a very very long time Fi
nally she answered "I m not sure I can rule out what you said I ll investigate it
and get back to you " nd she hung up

ut she never got back to me
Seven years later in June she was heard from in another way Richard

R Peterson Ph a sociologist at the Social Science Research ouncil was an
other researcher who was dubious about the finding He was finally able to ob
tain Weitzman s computer files and the paper records she provided to Radcliffe s
Murray Research enter Upon reanalyzing Weitzman s very own data set
he writes he could never duplicate a figure anywhere close to what Weitzman
reported and couldn t see where her number came from Instead the figure he
arrived at showed that the divorced women in Weitzman s sample really experi
enced a percent drop in standard of living exactly the figure she would have
gotten if she corrected the potential error I specified He also noted that his re
analysis of her fathers circumstances yielded a far milder o percent rise in stan
dard ofliving He published his article containing these findings in the merican
Sociological Review i r Weitzman was asked to write a rejoinder article maz
ingly rather than contradict Peterson Weitzman very belatedly acknowledged
that her original figures were wrong ccording to the P wire story accompa
nying the publication "she blames a mistake in computer calculations performed
by a Stanford University research assistant ut `I m responsible I reported it
she says "

In light of her admission it is astonishing to realize that arguably the most
influential social scientific finding of the last twenty years in terms of policies en
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acted in reaction is in all probability the result of a simple mathematical mistake
a mistake that could have been corrected seven years earlier when first brought
to Weitzman s attention It is most disturbing to me that a respected fellow
social scientist took so long and had to be "backed into a corner" by several
critics before she d come forward with the admission that an error had been
made especially an error that was so consequential and affected as many lives as
hers did

I believe this error like many of the other problems we document through
out this book is partly the result of the ideological biases of the researcher
Mistakes can happen to anyone even Harvard professors ° ut instead of ques
tioning and double checking her anomalous finding putting it under the normal
scientific scrutiny Weitzman apparently accepted the erroneous finding at face
value because it fit with the woman as victim stereotype she preferred to believe
nd despite the fact that it deviated so much from other findings partisan writ

ers such as Monica llen Sandra utler and Richard Weatherly Martha Fine
man Martha Haffey and Phyllis ohen ¢ Sylvia Hewlett arbara Lonsdorf s
Marygold Melli Sharon Seiling and Harriet Harris arbara Woodhouse
Nancy Polikofl ° who wrote that "the serious research in this book should form
the basis for much needed legal reforms" and Susan Okin who wrote that the
findings "are far less surprising than is the fact that people have been so surprised
by them" cited them without question nd it caught the popular imagination
for the same reasons It fit too well the image our society had adopted for us to
question it It "proved" what we wanted to believe : ivorced moms suffer while
bad divorced dads profit

Faulty Equation for Standard of Living

Even Peterson s correction of Weitzman s figures that women experience a
percent drop in standard of living while men experience a io percent rise may
be giving us a picture that seriously inflates the extent of the imbalance To de
pict "standard of living" results Weitzman like virtually every other researcher
including ourselves had used the "needs adjusted" technique a method based
on federal government published figures concerning what level of resources it
takes to maintain identical living standards for families of different composition
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These figures are known as "equivalence scales " efore we get into how these
equivalence scales work let me first explain what is meant by "standard of
living "

In its simplest definition standard of living means how well people can af
ford to live For instance a family that can only afford to eat mostly starch based
meals has a lower standard of living than one that can frequently afford to buy
prime cuts of meat or go out to fancy restaurants Likewise a person whose bud
get forces him to drive a o year old economy car would have a much lower liv
ing standard than someone who buys brand new luxury imports every three
years

In figuring equivalence scales for standards of living many analysts includ
ing uncan and Hoffinan and Peterson have used the "poverty level" as a
base line nd the poverty level varies depending on the family size and config
uration For instance as of the year the parents in our study became di
vorced the poverty level for a family comprised of two parents and two children
what the government considers the basefamily was $ g a year for a family
of one parent and two children it was $ percent of the base family s in
come and for a single adult with no children it was $ percent of the
base family s income In the poverty levels were $ for the base fam
ily $ for the single adult no children family and $ for the one
parent two child family g The latter two figures are virtually the identical
proportions of the base family as in

The reason the figures don t go down exactly in proportion to the number
ofpeople in the household for example why a one person household is per
cent and not percent of the level for a four person is that the index takes into
consideration the fact that while some expenses such as food and clothing are
variable that is they re directly related to the number of people in the house
hold many other expenses such as rent and utilities arefixed and would remain
about the same no matter how many people were living in the household

If we take a given family s income and put it in a ratio with i e divide it by
the poverty level for a family of its exact size and composition we get its income
in relation to what a family of its size needs to barely escape poverty or what s
called the "needs adjusted income" index also called the "income to needs
ratio"

Using these figures let s make up a hypothetical but typical family and see

L
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Our calculations use the poverty levels in both pre and post divorce needs computations
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how divorce might affect their standard of living the calculations are summarized
in Table Since our sample became divorced in we will be using
figures throughout the chapter Later we ll report the computations on our real
families

Let s assume that Rachel and Jeff have two children efore divorce he
earned $ ooo while she earned $ Their combined family income was
therefore $ times the poverty level giving them an income to needs
ratio of $ divided by $ They divorce and Rachel gets custody
of the two children Suppose that after the divorce Jeffpays $ per month or
$ ooo annually in child support and Rachel increases her work hours as most
mothers in our sample in fact do and now earns $ Her combined income
including child support she receives is $ Hers is now a one parent two
child household the poverty level for this sort of family is $

For Rachel s standard of living to remain the same exactly times the
poverty level she would have needed to take in $ $ x in total
in salary and child support Instead her income to needs ratio is now only
$ divided by $ So her standard of living is now only percent of

what it was the post divorce income to needs ratio divided by the pre

Pre ivorce Salary $ $ $
Pre ivorce Needs $

Pre ivorce Income to Needs Ratio

Post ivorce Salary $ $

hild Support $ $

Total Income after hild Support Paid $ $

Post ivorce Needsa $ $
Post ivorce Income to Needs Ratio

Post ivorce Pre ivorce % %

Gain Loss % %
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divorce income to needs ratio it has declined percent If the ratio of post
divorce divided by pre divorce standard of living is less than ioo percent subtract
the number from o percent to get the percent drop or decline If the ratio of
post divorce divided by pre divorce standard of living is more than o percent
subtract o percent from the number to get the percent gain

Jeff s is now considered a single adult no children household the poverty
level for him is $ og For Jeff s standard of living to stay the same again exactly
at times the poverty level he would need to have $ $ X left
in income after paying child support Instead he actually has a little more
$ left His income to needs ratio is now $ divided by $ gog
His standard of living is now percent divided by of what it was be
fore the divorce a gain of percent

lthough this method seems fairly straightforward in figuring out how di
vorce might affect standards of living I came to recognize that the method used
by Weitzman and sometimes others including us in calculating the "needs ad
justed income" was highly misleading and seriously inaccurate for several rea
sons which I ll describe in detail next

Problem is The Tables

Imagine that you wanted to buy a new car First you need to figure out what
your budget can afford Then you need to see what model car will fit your bud
get Now suppose instead of looking through your daily newspaper for prices
of cars you look at newspapers that were printed more than twenty years ago
Sounds silly doesn t it Well that s exactly the problem Weitzman encoun
tered in relying on the government published tables she used in calculating
"needs adjusted incomes " The equivalence scales she used were the ureau of
Labor Statistics " Lower Standard udget " The problem is these tables
were prepared based on a survey the Survey of onsumer Expendi
tures special government review panel was formed in to investigate
these tabless and concluded that the equivalence scales were badly out of date
In particular the panel recognized that fixed expenses like housing costs had
risen disproportionately compared to variable expenses like food costs For
example according to the Lower Standard udget tables published prior to
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single individuals such as noncustodial parents needed only percent
of the income of the base family to maintain the same living standard but they
found that a more accurate figure was slightly over percent They recom
mended phasing out the Lower Standard udget reports they were actually dis
continued by and replaced by other equivalence scales such as the
poverty thresholds Thus Weitzman s comparison figures were already out of
date by when she published her book Even Peterson s reanalysis at
tempting to exactly repeat what Weitzman had done was based on the out of
date equivalence scales

How would this one change have affected Weitzman s Peterson s analyses
Recall that when we used the appropriate poverty thresholds in Table we
found a percent loss for Rachel and a percent gain for Jeff ut had we used
the out of date Lower Standard udget tables instead as Weitzman did the
comparative figures would have been far more disparate a o percent loss for
Rachel and a whopping percent gain for Jeff

No wonder she found such a discrepancy in the impact!

Problem : Taxes

s every taxpayer knows it is only what s left after the IRS and the states have
taken their cut from one s paycheck that can be spent to support the family
learly then it is the aftertax income not the gross income that affects standard

of living nd that s where another problem with the needs adjusted income
method comes in Weitzman s calculations were based on gross income before
taxes had been paid Thus they failed to take into account what we found out
when we investigated the tax code with the help of a professional accountant :
the fact that custodial parents are taxed differently and more advantageously
than noncustodial parents in at least five respects Renowned economist Thomas
Espenshade coming to a similar recognition in ° called for a recalcula
tion corrected for tax consequences but until now no researcher including
Peterson who as we noted earlier in this chapter recalculated Weitzman s data
has done

Our analysis was completed using both our Wave data for before divorce
values and our Wave data for after divorce values Since our sample was
based upon families divorcing in calendar year our Wave data applied to
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income and expenses incurred in In Federal tax law provided custo
dial parents usually mothers with the following five distinct tax advantages ei
ther not available at all or not fully available to noncustodial parents usually
fathers In what follows as is the book s convention we will simply use the
terms mothers and fathers to recognize the typical case keeping in mind that it
doesn t apply where custody is given to the father We also give the figures
for the various tax provisions Mothers benefit in the following ways :

Tax free hild Support Income

When a father pays child support to his ex spouse he must pay federal in
cluding social security or FI state and local taxes on this amount In con
trast when the mother receives the child support she doesn t have to pay any
taxes on it unlike most other income limony has the opposite tax status
onsequently fathers pay all the taxes on the child support amounts while moth

ers get to keep the u amount

Tax redit for hild are

Mothers are allowed to credit a percentage of the amount they spend on
child care each year "off the top" of their tax debt as the " hild are redit"
This credit may cancel as much as $ yearly in either or of the
mother s tax debt Interestingly fathers are not allowed to take advantage of this
credit even when they are forced to pay for child care when the children are in
their care such as summer visitation

Lower Tax Rate

s a single parent the mother receives the benefit of being classified as "head
of the household " s such the mother s income is taxed at a lower rate than the
father s whose tax status is now "single " For example ifboth Jeff and Rachel had
taxable income after exemption and deductions of $ ooo Jeffwould have had
to pay $ more Federal tax on it than Rachel in the differential was re
moved by This head of household versus single status applied to many
state tax codes as well as federal

The mother can be declared a head of the household even if she is not the
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one who is primarily providing for the children's material needs . So even if the
father is the parent mainly supporting his children, it is the mother who benefits
from this special tax status .

4. Extra Exemptions

Mothers are allowed to claim the children as "exemptions" (worth $1,goo
each in 1987; $2,650 by 1997), whereas fathers generally can claim only the ex-
emption for themselves .42

5 . A Tax Credit for Low Earners

Many mothers (but no noncustodial fathers in 1987) qualify for the "earned
income credit," if their "earned" income (exclusive of child support) is less than
$15,432 (in 1987 ; $29,290 in 1997) . This means a tax credit of up to $851 ($3,656
by 1997) .

(As of this writing, Congress had just passed another substantial new tax
benefit, a $5oo-per-child annual tax credit, available only to married parents or
the divorced parent with custody.)

How would these benefits affect our typical family? (The calculations are
summarized in Table 4.2 .) First let's figure their pre-divorce after-tax standard of
living. Assuming the family last lived together in 1985, resided in Arizona, and
claimed the standard deduction, their pre-divorce Federal tax would have been
$8,820; their state tax would have been $1,967 ; and they'd pay FICA of $3,365,
leaving $33,581 after taxes. Now, dividing that figure by the 1987 poverty level,
their after-tax-income-to-needs ratio would be 2 .92 .

Now let's see what happens to Rachel after divorce, in 1987. Her FICA
would be $1,430 . Assuming she paid about $loo per week for child care, her
child care credit would be $1,200, reducing her Federal tax to only $464 . (Her
earned income would be too high to qualify for any of the earned income credit .)
Her Arizona state tax would be $453 . After subtracting these taxes, but adding
her child support received, she would have $23,653 left as after-tax income. Now
her after-tax-income-to-needs ratio (using the 1987 poverty values) would be
2 .58 ($23,653 divided by $9,151) . This is 89 percent of its former level (2 .58 di-
vided by 2 .92); only an 11 percent drop, as compared to the 31 percent drop she
showed before taking taxes into consideration .
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What about Jeff? His FICA would be $2,217 . His Federal Tax would be
$5,185 and his state tax would be $1,285 . After subtracting these taxes, as well as
subtracting the child support he paid, he would have $16,313 left as after-tax in-
come. His after-tax-income-to-needs ratio (using the 1987 poverty cutoffs) would
be 2.76 ($16,313 divided by $5,909) . This is 95 percent of its former level (2 .76
divided by 2 .92) . So after taxes, he no longer enjoys a very slight standard of liv-
inggain, as he appeared to before-taxes ; now he suffers a 5 percent loss, very com-
parable to her ii percent after-tax drop .

Problem 3 : Expense Allocation

Another big problem with the needs adjusted income method is that it makes
what we labeled the "sacrosanct household" assumption . That is, it assumes
that all the family units' income and only the family units' income goes to support
only thathousehold's members . Put another way, it assumes that a single person
spends all after-tax income to support only him- or herself, and that a family
provides for all its members' needs out of only its own after-tax income . This is
an entirely reasonable assumption for unrelated households, for which the tables
were originally designed.

But, when applied to a divorced family, as Weitzman and others did, the as-
sumption is no longer valid at all. Supposedly, the issue was addressed by taking
child support (and alimony) away from father's income and adding it to mother's
income. But this would provide an appropriate corrective only if child support
and alimony were the only monetary transfers between the households . In actu-
ality, child support and alimony represent only a portion of the expenses for the
children typically assumed by fathers . Divorced fathers almost always make a
series of substantial financial expenditures for their children that are over and
above or distinct from child support . They include but are not limited to :

Clothing Expenses

For example, two-thirds of our fathers report that they have bought some of
their children's clothing themselves . In an intact family (which is the assumption
of the government-published needs ratios), all such expenses would figure into
that household's "needs" ; in a divorced family, however, the mother's "needs"
will actually be reduced (since she doesn't have to pay all her household's cloth-
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CHART
Figuring Rachel & Jeff'sAfter-Tax
Post-Divorce Changes in Standard ofLiving

'The 1985 federal tax code provides a deduction for a two-earner married couple . However, since we did not obtain
separate incomes for each spouse pre-divorce, we could not calculate it .
bThe state tax gives a deduction for income taxes paid in 1985 . We assumed the couple paid only what was owed .
cThere is a cap on FICA. However, the cap applies to each wage-earner separately. We did not obtain this separate
income .

ing expenses herself), and the father's "needs" will actually increase (since he is
now paying the clothing expenses of a different household) . This shifting of ex-
penses across households is in no way taken into account by the needs adjust-
ment method .

Visitation Expenses

Similarly, but with substantially greater monetary impact, during weekly vis-
itation, fathers must bear food, child care, child transportation, and recreation

Jeff Rachel Combined

Pre-Divorce Salary $31,000 $16,733 $47,733
Federal Taxa ($8,820)

State Taxb ($1,967)
FICAc ($3,365)
After-Tax Income $33,581

l Pre-Divorce Needs $ 11,5 1 9
Pre-Divorce Income-to-Needs Ratio 2 .92

Post-Divorce Salary $31,000 $20,000

Federal Tax ($5,185) ($464)
State Tax ($1,381) ($453)
FICA ($2,217) ($1,430)
After-Tax Income $22,313 $17,653

Child Support ($6,000) $6,00o

Total $16,313 $23,653
Post-Divorce Needs $5,909 $9 , 151
Post-Divorce Income-to-Needs Ratio 2.76 2 .58

Post-Divorce/Pre-Divorce 95% 89%

Gain/Loss -5% -11%
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expenses for the children. Mothers, during these times the children visit the fa-
ther, don't have these expenses . And most fathers are ordered to continue pay-
ing child support to the ex-spouse even during lengthy summer visitation . If the
children reside with the father six weeks to three months during the summer, the
father may end up actually paying twice to support his children during these
times . But the needs adjustment method gives her full credit for bearing child-
oriented visitation expenses and gives him no credit.

A recent study was conducted by economist James Shockey, Ph .D., for the
state of Arizona to correct the state's guidelines for child support calculations by
taking into consideration the expenses borne by the father during visitation .
Shockey observed, as we pointed out earlier, that the costs to the father of visi-
tation had never been properly taken into account. For instance, a typical house-
hold would be responsible for twenty-one meals a week for each of its members .
However, in a divorced family where a child spends Friday night to Sunday night
with the father, they will eat seven meals under the father's care . The custodial
mother will therefore be responsible for only 14 meals a week. Yet, typical child-
support awards expect the father to compensate the mother for 21 meals .

Phoenix attorney Bruce R . Cohen, a family law specialist who served on the
committee that recommended revisions to the Arizona state child support guide-
lines, explained how the committee approached the problem43 : "In trying to
identify how we can quantify the time that dad has with the children as it relates
to child support, we looked at which expenses tend to `travel with the children,'
such as meals, recreation, and driving children to and from activities . We esti-
mated that about 68 .5 percent of the expenses for children are affected by visi-
tation in one form or another . The way that breaks down is like this : If we know
that the children's expenses are $1,ooo a month under the statistical average,
about $685 of that will be incurred based on which parent has the children on any
given day. If the children are with the custodial parent 75 percent of that month,
then 75 percent of that $685 will be incurred by her . Conversely, 25 percent of the
$685 will be incurred by the noncustodial parent . The other $315 of that $i,ooo
is not affected by visitation. Those are fixed expenses, such as the custodial par-
ent's mortgage payment ."

As a result of these calculations, the child support guidelines were lowered
by certain percentages effective October 1996 . For instance, if the children spend
between 2o and 30 percent of the time with the father, under the new guidelines,
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he will pay 18.7 percent less in child support a month than he did previously . As
the father spends more or less time with the child, the adjustment goes up or
down accordingly .

According to Cohen, "What we have historically seen, due to the fact that we
did not adjust for these expenses that travel with the children, is that noncusto-
dial parents are paying higher child support than the reality would dictate . These
corrections come closer to mirroring reality than did the old guidelines ." But, he
emphasizes, "Until we get a statistical base that we can rely upon made up of di-
vorced families rather than intact families, all we can hope for is that we're com-
ing closer to reality. The bottom line is that these corrections have better
recognized that noncustodial parents have expenses that should be accounted for
when we determine the child support award ."

A New York appeals court in March 1997 came to a similar conclusion in rul-
ing in the case of Gregory and Diane Holmes . According to the Albany Times
Union news story on the case, Gregory had "initially been ordered to pay 25 per-
cent of his gross income ($236 per week or $12,272 per year) to support his two
children." The children spent two nights a week with their father and three
nights a week with their mother, and alternated weekends . Thus, the children
spent 40 percent of their time in their father's care, and 6o percent in their
mother's . The court noted that, had the couple changed only one more night per
week to the father, he would have had the majority time and been considered the
custodial parent, in which case he would receive child support from his ex-wife
(about $200 per week or $10,400 per year), rather than pay it. Recognizing that
this huge shift in payment (from paying $12,000 to receiving $io,ooo, a turn-
around to each parent of$22,000 per year) was ludicrous in view of the fact that
it was awarded on the basis of only one extra night per week, the court realized
that the very foundation of the argument about how much child support was due
was flawed and admitted it had to use a different standard . "The Appellate Di-
vision of the New York State Supreme Court found that the Holmeses are [both]
simultaneously custodial and non-custodial parents . Therefore she is required
to pay him 25 percent of her income and he is required to pay her 25 percent
of his income ." They ordered only the net difference to change hands as child
support.

We shall not address in this book the debate about whether or by what
amount child support ought to be adjusted depending upon how much time the
father spends with the child, except to note that most states' payment guidelines
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do not take this sometimes very appreciable factor into account . Laws that don't
do so raise the financial stakes enormously for being declared custodial parent,
and thus encourage court battles over custody. Laws that do permit an adjust-
ment, on the other hand, will typically, as in Arizona, lower the amount of child
support to be paid, according to the amount of time the child spends with the fa-
ther. This puts a double incentive on fathers to push for, and mothers to op-
pose, more visitation, and may well encourage court battles over visitation
schedules . On the other hand, it should more fairly allocate the costs of raising
the children between the parents .

A Better Approximation of Expenses

While it is not our purpose to choose a side in the debate about whether child
support should be adjusted depending upon visitation, it is our purpose to as-
sess the financial impact of divorce on fathers as compared to mothers . No pre-
vious economic analysis has attempted to allocate the visitation and clothing
expenses between the households (presumably because previous analysts be-
lieved, on the basis of the erroneous findings detailed in Chapter 3, that visitation
was hardly ever actually occurring) . However, evidence cited in Chapter 3 indi-
cates that visitation with the noncustodial parent is far more frequent than pre-
viously believed, which means that past analyses of gender differences in
economic impact of divorce substantially overstated its relative harm to mothers
and its relative benefit to fathers .

One method we devised to account for the visitation and clothing expenses
on the parents' relative financial well-being after divorce was suggested by the Ari-
zona analysis, which estimated that 68 .5 percent of expenses due to children
"travel with the children" The poverty level estimation of the cost of Rachel and
Jeff's two children is $3,242 ($9,151 -the poverty level for a one-parent/two-child
household-minus $5,gog-the poverty level for a single-adult household) . Sup-
pose Rachel and Jeff have a "typical" visitation schedule : One day a week and
every other weekend. This means that the children are with Jefffor eight days in
the typical month or 26 .7 percent of the days. Of the $3,242 which the children
cost the poverty level family, 68 .5 percent (or $2,221) is for expenses that travel
with the children, while the remaining 31 .5 percent (or $1,021) stays with the
residential parent, Rachel . Jeff cares for the children 26 .7 percent of the time, so
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bears that proportion of the $2,221 children's expense that travels with them, or

$593. This means that, forJeff, the needs standard we should use is a combina-
tion composed of the single-adult level of $5,9og, plus $593, i .e ., the expense due
to children that travel with them, for a total of $6,502 . Rachel's needs standard,
in turn, should be reduced by the $593, i .e., the expense due to the children that
Jeff relieves her of, so her needs should be $9,151 minus $593 for a total of $8,558 .

We may also need to take into account how much summer visitation is tak-
ing place. For example, if Jeff visited eight days per month during the school
year, but had two weeks of visitation in the summer, for 50 out of 52 weeks he
would have 26 .7 percent of the expenses, but for two weeks he would have be-
tween 73 .3 percent and 10o percent, depending on how much the children vis-
ited Rachel during this time . If it was ioo percent, he would be the custodial
parent 29.5 percent of the total year, and Rachel the remainder, 70 .5 percent,
rather than the 26.7 percent-73 .3 percent split we assumed above . This makes
Jeff's needs $6,564 and Rachel's $8,496 .

Now if we use these figures instead of the standard poverty levels, as we
show in Table 4.3, Jeff's after-tax-income-to-needs ratio (using the above modi-
fication of the 1987 poverty values) would be 2 .49 ($16,313 divided by $6,564) .
This is 85 percent of its pre-divorce level (2 .49 divided by 2 .92), for a drop of 15
percent. Meanwhile, Rachel's after-tax-income-to-needs ratio would be 2.78 .
This is 95 percent of its former level (2 .78 divided by 2 .92) ; a 5 percent drop, as
compared to the ii percent drop she showed without allocating visitation ex-
penses, and the 31 percent drop she showed before taking taxes into considera-
tion.

Thus, using these more realistic corrections on this hypothetical family, we
change from the 2o percent drop for the mother and the 42 percent gain for the
father that Weitzman's method would have shown, to the opposite pattern, in
which it appears that divorce economically benefits mothers noticeably more than
fathers.

One other way the needs-adjustment method may not to be applicable to di-
vorced families should be discussed: that single-mother households have babysit-
ting and other child-care expenses that a two-parent household might not
because there the parents can share the child-care burdens . It is unclear whether
the poverty levels account for this issue ."



Problem 4: Other Child-Related Expenses

Residential Expenses

While the expenses just cited are examples that decrease mothers' needs
while inflating fathers' needs, other expenses inflate the fathers' needs, while
having no effect on the mothers' needs . For example, many fathers maintain a
larger residence than a truly "single" person would, with extra bedrooms and
bathrooms, to accommodate visitation . This requires more substantial housing
costs than are allowed in the government-published needs ratios for single per-
sons, but wouldn't necessarily diminish the mother's needs .45

Transportation

Another example of an expense that inflates the fathers' needs while having
no effect on the mothers' needs is the transportation costs for exercising visita-
tion rights . According to our sample, fathers do most of the driving for picking
up and dropping off. This factor is especially salient for fathers who reside a
considerable distance from their children and must pay airfare several times per
year.

Medical and Dental Expense and Insurance

Fifty-five percent of the fathers, but only24 percent of mothers in our study,
were ordered to pay directly for the children's medical and/or dental insurance .
These insurance payments, which are sometimes very costly, are being made by
the fathers for the children in a different household, and are in addition to child
support, but the needs adjustment method's sacrosanct household assumption
assumes the mother is paying all of it . Similarly, two-thirds of the decrees or-
dered the parents to split 50/50 the costs for any medical and dental care for the
children that isn't covered by medical insurance . Again, the needs adjustment
method's sacrosanct household assumption assumes the mother is paying all
medical and dental costs .
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TABLE 4

Problem 5 : The Equivalence Scales

It was not clear to us how to correct the needs adjustment method for any of the
expenses mentioned in Problem 4. But even if a method could be devised, there
would be other problems that remain . For the needs adjusted income method to
be definitive, the equivalence scales would have to be completely accurate . Yet
there is hardly a consensus among economists about the methods of establishing
poverty levels. In the National Academy of Science book, Measuring Poverty: A

Figuring Jeff and Rachel's After--Tax Post-Divorce Changes in
Standard of Living Taking into Account Visitation
(Including Summer Visitation) Expenses

Pre-Divorce Salary $31,000 $16,733 $47.733
Federal Tax ($8,820)

State Tax ($1,967)
FICA ($3 .365)

After-Tax Income $33.581
Pre-Divorce Needs $11,519
Pre-Divorce Income-to-Needs Ratio 2 .92

Post-Divorce Salary $31,000 $20,000

Federal Tax ($5 .185) ($464)
State Tax ($1,285) ($453)
FICA ($2,217) ($1,430)

After-Tax Income $22,313 $17,653
Child Support ($6,ooo) $6,000

Total $16,313 $23,653
Days Children Live with Father

Per Month (Non-Summer) 8

Weeks Lived with Father in Summer 2

Proportion Time with Fath r 0.295

Post-Divorce Needs $6,564 $8,496
Post-Divorce Income-to-N eds Ratio 2 .49 2 .78
Post-Divorce/Pre-Divorce 85% 95%

Gain/Loss -15% -5%
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New Approach,46 edited by Constance Citro, Ph .D., and Robert Michael, Ph .D .,
many economists critique the poverty threshhold ideas, especially the methods
of adjusting for differences in family structure . Concludes economist Elizabeth
Peters, Ph .D., professor of policy analysis and management at Cornell University,
"There is not one obviously right way to establish equivalance scales for differ-

ent family sizes-many methods are defensible . Moreover, regardless of the gen-
eral method used, it is likely not to take into account specific factors that may be
important in individual cases"47 In short, the equivalence scales are arbitrary
and may be inaccurate .

Problem 6 : The Expenses of Starting Over

Imagine that your house burned down and you had no insurance . You would
have to come up with the money on your own to replace everything . That's the
situation that many fathers such as Tom, who we read about at the beginning of
this chapter, speak of but few economists take into account . The wife and chil-
dren generally keep most of the costly items in the household (furniture, TVs,
toys, video games, dishes, and soft furnishings), and the husband usually bears
the costs of replacing these in order to retain the same standard of living and have
the children visit . Most important, the wife and children typically retain the
house itself (see Chapter 6) .48

The father, then, is usually forced to seek new housing . In a rising real estate
market, replacement housing costs more than original housing. For the father to
maintain a comparable living standard, he may have to spend more on housing
than the mother would. And many fathers, such as Tom, find themselves obliged
to rent rather than own their residence, while the mother continues home own-
ership. When this difference appears, she alone reaps the twin benefits of home
ownership : equity buildup and tax advantage (note that our tax analysis used the
assumption of the standard deduction for both parents and didn't take into ac-
count any tax advantages relevant to home ownership) .

How Are Mothers and Fathers Really Affected?

Recognition of the last three problems convinced me that the weaknesses in the
needs adjustment method were virtually insurmountable . While the first three
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defects-out-of-date tables, failure to take taxes into consideration, and the as-
sumption that all . income stays within each household-could be remedied by tin-
kering, no amount of tinkering could fix the last three-other child-related
expenses that traverse households, the possibility of inaccurate equivalence
scales, and the fact that fathers usually bear most of the expenses of starting over.
We therefore decided to tackle the issue of how divorce affects mothers versus fa-
thers economically through multiple approaches . This would, we felt, compen-
sate for any weaknesses in any single method .

First, we computed the relative economic impact of divorce on fathers ver-
sus mothers in our sample by modifying the needs adjustment method as much
as possible. Specifically, we compared parents in our study in terms of theimpact
divorce has had on their after-tax incomes after correcting for visitation (in-
cluding summer) expenses, as in Table 4 .3 .

In order to obtain the after-tax income figures (since we didn't wish to ask
to see respondents' tax returns), we estimated the FICA tax and federal and state
income tax each respondent would pay by calculating their tax return for them
based on information, including child care expenses information, they provided
during the interview. (The assumptions we made to estimate the taxes were the
same as for the hypothetical family.) We calculated these taxes on their income
both before and after separation .49 Once we determined after-tax income, we
calculated the after-tax-income-to-needs ratio (using the poverty levels in effect
in 1987) for both pre- and post-separation income, correcting the needs figures
for visitation by using the mixture approach described earlier based upon the
amount of days each parent reported spending with the child . Since, as noted in
Chapter 2, mothers and fathers gave us different information about child support
paid, we used both of their child-support figures in separate analyses . Since they
also gave us different information about visitation, as reported in Chapter 3, again
we used both reports (including their reports of summer visitation), in separate
analyses .

The results when we use fathers' reports of both child support paid and vis-
itation are presented in Table 4.4. The figures shown are the averages (means)
over all families. Using our sample's income and child support/alimony figures,
had we not taken into account taxes and visitation, fathers would have shown a
23 percent gain, while mothers would have shown a 23 percent loss, which was
similar to the range of all other studies . However, when we correct for visitation
and taxes, mothers' standard of living increases one percent from its pre-divorce
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Weitzman Males 42%

Peterson Males io%
Braver Males 2%

-Braver Females i%

Peterson Females 27%

Weitzman Females 73%

Post-divorce

level while fathers' increases two percent . This result, superimposed on both
Weitzman's and Peterson's figures, is depicted in Chart 4 .3 . If we use instead
mothers' reports ofboth child support paid and visitation frequency, the results
are that mothers show a five percent decrease while fathers show a five percent
increase from their pre-divorce standard of living . -,°

We are not suggesting that these figures be taken as the definitive analyses .
There are a multitude of different ways of figuring the calculations, and a multi-
tude of different assumptions an analyst can make 5 1 In fact, one conclusion we
advocate is that perhaps there is no one indisputable figure . However, by almost
every way we used of calculating the needs-adjusted method, the results show that
economically fathers and mothers on average 52fare almost exactly equal about one
year after divorce, both quite close to their pre-divorce levels .
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'Pre-divorce figures may differ for fathers vs. mothers because fathers and mothers may answer differently about
the family's pre-divorce income.
bThe ratio of the above two averages ; not an average itself; the averages are 2 .51 and 2.50, respectively.
'Includes interest received, etc .
dlncludes interest received, alimony received, etc .
elncludes child support plus alimony paid minus financial support from other family members, federal assistance
and nontaxable sources of income . Child support alone equaled $4,212 ; alimony was $360.
flncludes financial support from other family members, federal assistance and nontaxable sources of income . Child
support alone equaled $4 .333 .
$Based on reported averages of8.87 days per month and i.i summer weeks. The needs figures not adjusted for vis-
itation would be $5,9og and $9,107, respectively.
'The ratio of the above two averages ; not an average itself; the averages are 2.42 and 2.61, respectively.

TABLE 4 Our Sample's Average After-Tax Post-Divorce Changes
in Standard of Living Taking into Account Visitation

(Including Summer Visitation) Expenses

Pre-Divorce (Family) Income, Taxes, Needs,
and Income-to-Needs Ratio

Noncustodial Fathers
(N=89)

Custodial Mothers
(N=84)

Salariesa

Federal Tax

State Tax

FICA

After-Tax Income

Pre-Divorce Needs

Pre-Divorce Income-to-Needs Ratiob

Post-Divorce Income, Taxes, Needs, Income-to-Needs
Ratio and Pre- to Post-Divorce Gain/Loss

$38,767

($7,013)

($1,460)

($2,733)

$27,561

$11,161

2.47

$38,176

($7,049)

($1,412)

($2,692)

$27,023

$11,023

2 .45

Salary $29.572` $19,655 d

Federal Tax ($5 .384) ($1 .733)

State Tax ($1,245) ($453)

t FICA ($2,018) ($1,285)

After-Tax Income $20,925 $16,184

Child Support Reported Paid/Received ($4,370)e $4,683f

Total $16,555 $20,867

Post-Divorce Needs$ $6,598 $8,458

Post-Divorce Income-to-Needs Ratioh 2 .51 2.47

Post-Divorce/Pre-Divorce 102% 101%

Gain/Loss 2% 1%



Checking for Discretionary Income

The approach just described corrects the needs-adjustment technique as much
as possible, but doesn't compensate for Problems 4 through 6 mentioned earlier .
For that reason, we developed other ways of determining divorce's financial im-
pact on mothers versus fathers . An alternative way of seeing how economically
well-off a person is, is to find out how much of his or her income is discretionary
(also known as disposable income), meaning that the person spends it at his/her
discretion . To see if there was a difference between mothers and fathers, we asked
the parents in our study how much money they had left over after all expenses,
for such necessities as housing, clothing, food, utilities, transportation, medical
needs, and child support, were paid . If fathers are economically better off after di-
vorce than mothers, they should actually have a considerably larger amount of
discretionary income left after meeting all expenses .

Of course, this approach has another problem : it leaves the parents to define
themselves what is "necessary." It could also be true that, in some cases, parents
are merely guessing, rather than providing accurate figures . However, there is no
reason to believe these problems apply unequally to mothers and fathers, so
whatever ambiguities this method introduces shouldn't mitigate or invalidate a
cross-gender comparison .

All parents were simply asked, "After you've paid what you must pay for
bills and necessary expenses, about how much money do you have left over each
month to spend on whatever you want?" Fathers answered a median value of
$ioo per month. Mothers answered a median value of $75 per month . The dif-
ference of only $25 per month suggests that economically fathers and mothers
fare almost identically one year after divorce .

Who Gets the Sports Car?

Our next approach looked at standard of living from yet another angle . One
might argue that economic privation manifests itself in a variety of spending con-
straints ; thus the more the economic hardship, the lower the quality and worth
of what one tends to purchase . One particularly telling index of economic con-
dition, according to this reasoning, is the brand and age of the vehicle a person



owns. The age and financial value of the vehicle owned is a crude but not inap-
propriate index of discretionary income and hence standard of living . This par-
ticular possession was selected as such an index for two reasons . First, each
parent is likely to be acutely aware of the approximate value of his or her own and
the ex-spouse's automobile (at least more aware than for any rival material
possession) and any perceived discrepancy will thus have rather compelling sym-
bolic value . Second, this possession bears so directly on an adage that summa-
rizes the popular image of the relative economic impact of divorce on fathers
versus mothers: "She gets the kids ; he gets the sports car!"

We asked each parent what year and make of car they drove in our Wave 2

interview, several months after the divorce was final . Then our staff went to the
Blue Book and looked up its value . The results showed that while the father's car
averaged $4,483 in value, 6 percent more than the mother's car, this difference
was slight enough not to be statistically significant . Moreover, the mother's car
was on average three years newer than the father's, again a difference not statis-
tically reliable. Thus, again, there appears to be no appreciable difference in how
mothers and fathers fare economically one year after divorce .

How Many Mothers Fail Below the Poverty Line?

Finally, we wanted to know how many mothers were actually thrown into poverty
by divorce . The "feminization of poverty" has been a rallying cry for advocates
who claim that having better child-support enforcement will help lift divorced
women out of poverty. Indeed, much indisputable research demonstrates that liv-
ing in poverty is disproportionately a problem for single mothers . For example,
according to Census data, female-headed families with children constituted io
percent of all households in ig8o, but fully 43 percent of the families in poverty .
Put another way, in ig8o, 43 percent of single-mother families were in poverty, as
opposed to only 14.7 percent ofallfamilies . 53

Don't these statistics prove the advocates' point? Not necessarily . As we
stated in previous chapters, one needs to refrain from mixing never-married
single-mother families with divorced single-mother families, since never-married
families with children come disproportionately from the lower socio-economic
strata, with both mothers and fathers having low income capacity. In divorced
families, however, with both parents having on average far higher education than



never-marrieds, as well as a stronger attachment of father to child, the poverty fig-
ures are far less dramatic . Yet, it is the rare poverty analysis that makes this dis-
tinction .

The analysis we performed with our sample, which was made up exclu-
sively of divorced families, revealed that only 12.8 percent of our mothers report
their income (including child support received) to be below the poverty level .
Moreover, only 15.2 percent of our mothers reported being in government as-
sistance programs at Wave 2 . Note that these figures are nearly identical to the
overall poverty rate for 1g8o . Thus our divorced mothers seemed not dispro-
portionately in poverty. The feminization of poverty may indeed be a special
problem for never-married mothers, but doesn't appear to be so for divorced
mothers 54

What about the argument that, even though divorced mothers might not be
disproportionately likely to go into poverty, hardly any of them would be if their
ex-husbands were fully paying their child support? For those mothers in poverty,
we actually found that a little more than half of them had ex-husbands who were
behind at all in their child support (according to the mothers' report) . Finally, we
wanted to know the proportion of families with the wife having an income below
the poverty level, for which if the ex-husband had paid every cent his ex-wife said
he owed in child support, the wife's income would have risen above the poverty
level. We found only four such families in our entire sample, less than two percent .

For those mothers who were in poverty, we actually found

that a little more than half of them had ex-husbands who

were behind at all in their child support (according to the

mothers' report). And in only four families-less than two

percent of our entire sample-was it true that if the ex-

husband had paid every cent his ex-wife said he owed in

child support, the wife would be lifted out of the poverty

level .
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We conclude from all four of these methods that divorce impacts fathers
and mothers approximately equally with regard to their economic status . Neither
divorced mothers nor divorced fathers drop in economic status much, if at all, ac-
cording to a needs-adjusted analysis that corrects for taxes and visitation . Moth-
ers report having only $25 per month less discretionary income than divorced
fathers. Mothers drive slightly newer, though slightly less expensive cars . And di-
vorced mothers don'tgo disproportionately into poverty, and when they do, full
child-support payment would hardly ever lift them out .

Needing to Go Further in Time

Even if we take as definitive any of the figures so far in this chapter, all of which
attest to a reasonably equal impact of divorce on fathers and mothers, should we
stop there? We argue that most analyses-ours included-are shortsighted, as
well. Our post-divorce analyses, for example, are based on our Wave 2 data,
about a year after the divorce became final. Even if it had been true that fathers
fare far better than mothers shortly after divorce, is that the time point we want
to use to develop social policies to redress the imbalance? As law professor
Steven Sugarman wrote : "It is . . . not clear that the most sensible time period for
comparing financial circumstances of the former spouses is the first year after di-
vorce . . . . Consider instead . . . if we compared the living standards of former cou-
ples three or five or ten years after divorce . . . . It is certainly possible that the
differences between the . . . men's and women's living standards would be con-
siderably less than they appear to be one year after divorce ."55

There are at least two reasons to believe that the earlier we study the eco-
nomic impact, the more disproportionately disadvantageous to mothers it will ap-
pear. Put another way, the longer we wait before assessing the impact of the
divorce, the less it will appear that mothers are disadvantaged . The first reason
is that as time goes on, women will progressively upgrade or rehabilitate their ed-
ucation or job skills, earn promotions, and work more hours (as the children
age), all of which will help them earn more .5s

The second factor is remarriage . Statistics show that 75 percent of women
and 8o percent of men will remarry, the vast majority within seven years after the
divorce .57 When a woman remarries, she tends to marry someone who brings
substantial income, but relatively few expenses . When a man remarries, how-

I
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hpver, he tends to marry someone who brings expenses proportionately greateran income . Duncan and Hoffinan found that five years after divorce, even the
minority of women who had not remarried had risen from a 30 percent decline
to within six percent of their pre-divorce standard of living, due to their en-
hanced salary, while those who had remarried now had a living standard 25 per-
cent higher than in the year before their divorce .58 And Randall Day and Stephen
Day and Stephen Bahr59 found that males who remarried suffered a 3 percent de-
cline in per capita family income (compared to their predivorce levels) while fe-
males experienced a 14 percent increases°

Something to Ponder

After presenting our conclusions at the 1993 Conference of the Association of
Family and Conciliation Courts, a domestic relations judge from another state ap-

proached me and asked what we would have recommended if we had verified
Weitzman's original results, instead of overturning them . Did I think that the law
really "ought to be redressing any real differential in standard of living" that

placed mothers at a disadvantage after divorce, by awarding more alimony, much
higher child support, or uneven property divisions? I answered that I thought
this was more a question for a philosopher, judge, or lawmaker, than for a re-
searcher. He pressed me. "Suppose a woman (or a man for that matter) makes a
decision to dissolve her marriage, in full knowledge that she will take a financial
bath as a result. Supposedly, this anticipated financial decline has been part of her
calculations in choosing to divorce, but she has decided that leaving the marriage
is worth it anyhow, so she can have her freedom . She has taken the economic loss
into account and decided it was more than compensated for by other benefits she
would gain . As long as she was fully aware of what she was getting into, isn't it ba-
sically a lifestyle choice? Should we force her ex-husband to redress her loss, in
those cases in which it was her and not his choice to divorce?i6'

"There are two problems with that line of reasoning," I answered . "First, as-
suming he beat her, philandered, or otherwise drove her away through objec-
tionable behavior, then it is not a lifestyle choice, but a matter of survival, or at
least survival with one's basic human dignity attached ."

"Granted," he replied. "In those cases in which she was driven away by
such egregious behaviors, my reasoning wouldn't apply . But didn't you earlier re-
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port in your presentation that when the mother chooses to divorce the father,
such cases are the minority? Isn't it primarily because she wasn't `getting her
needs met' or the communication wasn't good between them? Stuff like that? 1112

I admitted he was right. So I turned to my other concern. "But it's not only
zer lifestyle we'd be protecting, it's their children's as well. Even if she is willing
:o make the tradeoff for her lifestyle choice, should we condemn the children to
i lower standard of living after divorce?"

He was ready for this argument . "I understand your question . But, number
)ne, we always let married parents make lifestyle choices that will lower their chil-
Iren's standard of living with no government intervention . If someone wants to
eave a high-pressure job which pays lots of money for a more pastoral but poorer
:xistence, and take his children with him, society won't lift a finger . It's his choice,
tnd we let him make it, even applaud it, though he may take his kids to the poor-
touse with him. Why should it be different in divorce? Second, if we're really so
noncerned about the children's standard of living, why don't we just typically
ward custody, when it's in dispute, to the parent with the higher income?" He
,oncluded by saying the law would have no business trying to correct any fi-
iancial inequities, even if Weitzman had been right, when the wife leaves the
msband, unless there were proof of abuse, adultery, and so forth .

As was said earlier in the chapter, we don't want to take a position in this
ook about whether child support or alimony ought to be adjusted downward .
'gut, this judge's comments are worthy of consideration . We will address some of
is concerns, for example, about how often the wife chooses to leave the husband,
opposed to vice versa, the reasons wives divorce, and the issue of awarding cus-

idy to the parent who is the greatest earner, in later chapters .
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